Introduction
Material processing industries such as paper, iron, aluminum, polystyrene etc., require transporting materials as sheets (also called as web) over long distances through various sections during manufacturing and finishing. As the web is subjected to tension variations and disturbances in the various sections, the integrity of the transported material gets affected. Traditionally, web tension controllers (WTCs) are used in process industries to regulate the tension. Performance improvements in WTC can lead to significant economic and quality benefits, and therefore, optimizing their performance in the face of emerging disturbances becomes significant. Further, such performance improvements should happen without any major hardware updates and investments. However, realizing such a controller is a challenging task due to the multi-variable nature of the web transport system and, the tight coupling among control variables and constraints.
Design of WTC has received considerable attention of researchers in the past two decades owing their wide applications and economic benefits. The available results can be broadly classified into five categories, they are: (i) conventional controllers (see, [9] , [12] , [16] , [17] , [27] , [30] , [31] and [34] ), (ii) robust controllers (for e.g., [5] , [8] , [13] and [17] ) (iii) adaptive controllers ( [1] and [23] ), (iv) optimizing controllers [33] . A comparison of these controllers highlighting their advantages and limitations is shown in Table 1 .
Widely used conventional controllers are PID (proportional-integral-derivative) and their varieties (such as PI). Though, PID controllers are simple and cheap [3] , they are subjected to limitations such as performance degradation in the presence of noise, parametric variations and multi-variable interaction, and moreover they are not optimal [7] . To address the issues related to parametric variations in PID controllers, adaptive Controllers based on MRAC has been proposed in [1] though these controllers are more suited for dealing with parameter uncertainties, they require online estimation of the model parameters and are not optimal. Robust H ∞ controllers proposed in [8] can deal with model uncertainties and the disturbances without employing online estimation. However, need for accurate models and complex computations make their implementation in process industries difficult. In spite of these results in designing WTC, there are two limitations in these methods that need to be addressed-first, the performance (these methods are not optimal) and second, they require significant hardware upgrades. Objective of this investigation is to design WTC that optimizes the product quality and energy cost in the presence of disturbances without major hardware updates.
To reach our first objective of optimizing the quality and energy cost, the investigation proposes to use model predictive controller (MPC) that not only combines the advantages of the existing results in adaptive and robust controller such as using models, disturbance attenuation, and dealing with model uncertainties, but also overcomes their shortcomings such as the need for accurate models, online estimation of model parameters and being not optimal. Recently, Dynamic Matrix Controller (DMC) for WTS proposed in [33] uses the model of the process along with constraints, estimate of the disturbance and an optimization routine to compute the future control moves in receding horizon manner to enhance the product quality and reduce energy cost. But, step response based computation in DMC involves intensive computations for multivariable process. On the other hand, the Generalized Predictive Controller (GPC) uses explicit optimization techniques with reduced computations is more suitable for multivariable process. The advantages of the GPC is that it requires only an approximate model, inherently handles disturbances, constraints (operational and physical) and other complex phenomenon (such as multi-variable systems and their interactions), and is optimal [25] . In order to avoid hardware updates, a close look into the organization of the process industry is required. The organization of the process industry and the interfaces between the enterprise and control layer is defined by the standard ISA 95 [35] . The standard organizes the process industries into six layers that can be mapped to hierarchical control architecture shown in Figure 1 . Within this architecture, the control between the supervisory and plant-floor is described the advanced process control (APC), regulatory, and field level control that work in different time-frames. Traditionally, MPCs are implemented in the APC layer due to the computation time required to solve the complex optimization problem, and to avoid costly hardware updates in the lower layers [36] . Therefore, this investigation proposes to use MPC in the APC layer, while the PI controller for performing the regulatory control is used for tension regulation. This leads to a cascaded architecture wherein the MPC is in the outer loop, while the PI controller is in the inner loop. The MPC working as a supervisory controller provides the references that need to be tracked by the regulatory PI controller. Here it should be stressed that, since the inner loop PI controller influences the performance of the cascaded controller, their parameters need to optimized. As the time-frames of regulatory control do not support on-line optimization, this investigation proposes to use off-line optimization. Though, there are many off-line tuning methods available in literature, evolutionary optimization have gained importance due to their ability to reach global solutions in reasonable time compared to conventional tuning methods [2] . Among the available EAs, Bacterial foraging Particle Swarm Optimization (BF-PSO) and Real coded Genetic Algorithms (GA) uses bacterial foraging technique and genetic operators, respectively to move towards global minimum with faster convergence rate. Hence, this investigation proposes to use RGA and BF-PSO for tuning the inner loop regulatory PID controller in the regulatory layer.
The main contributions of this investigation are: (i) hierarchical control architecture following the ISA 95 for designing cascaded WTC, (ii) supervisory MPC controller for WTS that considers the operating and physical constraints, and (iii) Evolutionary Optimization based PI controller for regulating tension. This paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 proposes the hierarchical layered controller design architecture, and Section 3 provides the mathematical model of the WTS. In Section 4, the implementation aspects of the cascaded controller are discussed, while Section 5 presents the results obtained with the proposed cascaded controller. Conclusions and future prospects of this investigation are discussed in Section 6.
Hierarchical Controller Architecture for Web
Transport System Design The cascaded control architecture of the WTS that maps the hierarchical control in process industries to the objectives is shown in Figure 2 . The APC, regulatory and field control layers work in different time-frames and the computation power of the APC layer is more than that of the regulatory layer. The APC layer consists of a GPC that works in a supervisory mode to maintain constant web tension by utilizing the model of the system, estimation on disturbances, information on constraints and an optimization routine to compute the future control inputs. The future control sequences are provided as the reference signals to the controller in regulatory layer. The regulatory control consists of offline optimized PI controller tuned by RGA and BF-PSO that uses the reference input from APC layer to control the velocity of the motors in the winder and un-winder to maintain the tension in the web. The field control layer uses the sensor (load-cell) to give the feedback to the regulatory layer that implements the closed-loop control. The advantage of using hierarchical architecture in WTS are twofold: (i) performance degradation due to parameter variations in WTS can be easily addressed using process model in APC layer by altering the reference signal provided to the regulatory layer, and (ii) effective disturbance rejection can be achieved by using hierarchical cascaded structure as the GPC in the APC layer can detect the disturbance early and change the reference input to the regulatory layer based on the predicted disturbance. To design the hierarchical controller, the mathematical model of WTS is necessary and the next section presents the mathematical model required for designing the GPC.
Mathematical Model of Web Transport System
This section describes the web transport system and derives the mathematical model required for designing the MPC. The variables and constants of the model along with their respective units is given in Table 2 . The WTS consists of a winder and un-winder section coupled through the moving web and passing via the pinch rollers. As the effect of pinch rollers on the moving web is found to be negligible from our analysis, it is therefore not included in our model as shown in Figure 3 . The web tension is maintained by adjusting the roller velocity that is coupled to the electric motor using gears. This arrangement of the WTS leads to a multi-variable system having winder and un-winder velocities as inputs, while the tension measured using a load cell in winder and un-winder section are the outputs. The multivariable mathematical model of WTS indicated in Figure 4 is derived from law of conservation of mass and Hooks law [19] .The dynamics of the web material is given by [8] (1) where, , , and , represents the linearized tension and velocity variables.
The mathematical relations between angular velocity and torque of the motor (2), the angular velocity of the motor and the tangential velocity of the roller (3) given by [6] (2)
The state space model describing the WTS can be derived from equations (1), (2) and (3) as: (4) where, V 1 and V 2 are the control inputs and is the output. 
Cascaded Control Design for WTS
Having obtained the mathematical model of WTS, the design of hierarchical supervisory controller is discussed in this section. This section presents the cascaded control design that uses the GPC in the outer loop working in a supervisory mode, and evolutionary optimized PI controller in the inner loop that operates as a regulatory controller, as shown in Figure 5 . In order to tune the inner loop PI controller, many methods exists in literature. However, optimization based tuning are used to improve the performance. Although many optimization based tuning methods exists, evolutionary optimization based tuning have evolved as promising solutions due to their ability to handle non-linear objective functions, and reaching global optimization. Two most common evolutionary computing algorithms used for tuning PID controllers are the genetic operators based RGA and BF-PSO. The off-line optimizer in this investigation is equipped to tune the inner loop based on these algorithms. The performance of these two algorithms can be compared and used appropriately. The inner loop controllers adjust the roller speeds by taking the reference inputs from the GPC. The control design for supervisory controller and regulatory controller is explained in the subsection 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 
Online Supervisory Predictive Control
The roller velocity in WTS plays a critical role to ensure constant web tension. Any deviation from the normal operation in roller velocity will affect the integrity and quality of the web significantly. Moreover, the WTS is subjected to various disturbances that lead to web degradation. Hence, an online optimization based control strategy that ensures constant web tension and disturbance rejection with minimum control effort, considering physical constraints needs to be employed. In this backdrop, the GPC algorithm that uses optimization techniques and process models to predict the future response to compute control input can be employed in the APC layer as a supervisory control to regulate roller velocities of WTS. The GPC implementation depends on the prediction matrices that can be computed off-line (explicit GPC), and this reduces computations significantly. The GPC algorithm was proposed by Clarke. et.al [6] has many industrial applications [10] [19] . In GPC, the future response of a process for a time line Np (prediction horizon) can be predicted with the help of the process model (see [18] and [25] for detailed derivation). The state space model of the WTS is given by (5) Here,
The prediction model to determine future response for (5) is given as (6) where ; Here, ϕ is a positive definite matrix and it is called prediction matrix. F is positive semi definite matrix.
The quadratic objective function J is formulated with the predicted model, process output and control input. The objective function is solved online for an optimum value of subject to the operating constraints as given below s.t (7) where, ; ; λ is scaling factor of the input. The operating constraints are represented as ; where, is the reference value, is the identity matrix, is the lower triangular matrix, and are the limits for change in control input; and are the input limits; and are the output limits.
The objective function yields optimal future control inputs for the next Np steps. The first among the control moves computed is applied to the process and the rest is discarded. The process is repeated in receding horizon manner.
Offline Optimized Regulatory Controller
The use of evolutionary optimization to design PID controllers for the inner loop regulatory control is explored in this section. First, the working of genetic operator based RGA is presented, and then BF-PSO algorithm is discussed in detail. The off-line optimizer block in Figure 5 , is equipped with the two evolutionary algorithms and can be used to tune the inner loop controller.
Regulatory Controller Design using RGA
The RGA uses real values as against the use of binary values in traditional GA. This makes computations simple due to the absence of conversion and reconversion. RGA has been used in many applications (see [9] , [20] , [24] , [21] and [29] for details). RGA employs biological methods such as crossover, mutation and reproduction to produce globally optimized PI controller parameters (kp and ki) by simultaneously minimizing a fitness function. In our investigation, IAE is chosen as the fitness function (F) due to its capability to penalize errors in both transient and steady state response. The expression of IAE to penalize errors occurring due to roller velocity deviation from reference velocity is given as (8) where, is the reference roller velocity and is the feedback roller velocity from the process; =1,2 represents the un-winder and the winder rollers respectively.
In RGA, initially a random population is created (also call the parent) of the controller parameters are generated. Then, using the parent samples, the fitness function is evaluated and ranked. The best species are selected and the ones that lack optimality are discarded. The discarded population is replaced by new sample points and the old parent population is replaced with the new generation. Then genetic operators, mutation and cross-over are applied. This procedure continues until a reasonably accurate (specified by the user) solution is found. The RGA can acheive global minimum due to the presence of genetic operators that create new generation that are quite different from the parent population.
Regulatory Control Using BF-PSO
The BF-PSO algorithm combines the foraging technique used by the E coli bacteria to minimize the cost function (8) and move towards the global optimization (see [2] , [15] , [24] and [20] for details). The bacterial foraging includes swimming, tumbling, reproduction, elimination and dispersal [3] . Initially a sample bacteria population (s) is chosen and chemotaxis (N c ) step is carried out. The Chemotaxis (N c ) steps involve swimming and tumbling process (N s ). In a search space, if more feasible solutions are available, then the swimming process is enabled so as to move the population towards the global optimization. On the other hand, if there are no feasible solutions, the search direction of the population is tweaked by a small amount termed as tumble. The cost function (8) is solved and the position and the velocity (search direction) of the bacteria are calculated.
After a predetermined chemotaxis (N c ) step (N s ), the bacterial populations are ranked based on the their health. The population (s) with high health value is retained are allowed to reproduce and the reproduced population (S r ) search towards the global optimization. The elimination and dispersion process (N ed ) are used to kill or disperse the population in a search area to end the chemo taxis process. The process of dispersion places the population close to the global optimization in a search space. This process is carried out for a fixed number of iterations to reach the global optimized PI controller parameters.
Results and Discussion
To illustrate the working of the cascade controllers, two scenarios are considered: GPC working as supervisory controller-and inner PI controller tuned using RGA and the one tuned using BF-PSO. The step response for reference web tension of 90 N using cascaded GPC-PI tuned using RGA and cascaded GPC -PI tuned using BF-PSO is shown in Figure  7 . The GPC-BF-PSO cascaded controller exhibits better transient characteristics than GPC-RGA cascaded one. Comparison of rise-time, peak-overshoot, and settling time of the cascaded controller with inner loop RGA based PI and BF-PSO based PI controller is shown in Table 6 . Further, BF-PSO shows significant improvements in performance metrics such as IAE, ITAE, ISE, and ITSE as against RGA based PI as indicated in Figures 9 and 10 , respectively.
As for, disturbance rejection, a step disturbance of magnitude 0.001 m/s is provided to un-winder roller velocity at time t = 40. It is found that the GPC -BF-PSO provides better disturbance rejection compared to GPC-RGA architecture as indicated in Figure 8 . The improvement in the performance of GPC -BF-PSO architecture over GPC -RGA architecture is primarily due to the effectiveness of the regulatory control tuning using BF-PSO rather than RGA. The BF-PSO provides better minimization of cost function as indicated in Table 8 and converges towards global optimum with a small population size and minimum iterations. On the other hand, the RGA uses a population size that is 90% higher than BF-PSO and requires more iteration that amounts to 80% increase as against BF -PSO. The PI controller gains with RGA and BF-PSO algorithm are shown in Table 9 . 
Conclusion
This investigation presented a cascaded controller for WTS based on ISA 95 architecture that effectively performs disturbance rejection, and good tension regulation without significant hardware upgrades. The cascaded controller uses supervisory GPC controller and off-line optimized PI controller. The GPC controller uses the model, disturbance estimation, knowledge of constraints and an optimization routine to reduce the energy consumed to maintain tension. While, the inner loop PI controller works as a regulatory controller. The controller is tuned using off-line evolutionary optimization, due to the ability of EAs to handle non-linear objectives and computation simplicity in reaching global optimum. The performance of the proposed cascaded controller with the GPC in the outer loop and the inner loop tuned using RGA and BF-PSO is compared. Our results indicate that the BF-PSO performs better than RGA tuned PI, and the performance improvements from 39-60% can be achieved with the cascaded architecture. Verifying the cascaded controller in an industry is the future course of this investigation.
